DGPS
StarNite FILM FESTIVAL
Celebrating our 45th Anniversary
Dubai Gem Private School celebrates a milestone…
It takes a million years to make a star and another few millions for it to vanish!
Education, in every aspect has to be approached holistically. Whether it is the teaching in
a classroom, learning from a text book, researching online or listening to an expert
sharing information; all, in one way or another reaches the goal of getting an individual to
the next level of knowing more. Well, gathering information and assessments are one of
the many ways we learn, however every one of us has a part, which we want to share
with the world, to teach others in simple ways our understanding of life - its joys and
vicissitudes. It is our creative imagination that can lead to this transformation, paving
way for a greater change, a greater good of society.
We have therefore assembled our creative geniuses’, drawn up small teams wherein we
can sketch our ideas on the drawing board, script it, plan and showcase a theme using the
medium of a short film, hence the DGPS StarNite Film Festival.
The films will encompass various messages on different aspects of life, years of growing
and understanding; observation and views from one to many walks of life.
It aims at innovation in learning using art, craft, writing, design, logistics, management
and execution, as they combine to make a successful short film. These are the few of the
numerable aspects that unite when making a film, not side-lining the one that pioneers–
Teamwork!
We have begun our journey on a positive note and hoping, our creative imagination can
woo a large number of audiences, primarily bringing about a change in thought and
action, expressing life’s packages in a fun way.
Join us on our starry journey!
We welcome you to StarNite Film Festival.
Date: Saturday 27th February 2018
DGPS StarNite Film Festival
-Only Stars Shine

